Figure 3			

Percentage Change in Median Athletics Spending per Student-Athlete, 2003–04 to 2011–12
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Note: Athletic expense per student-athlete as reported by the NCAA, in constant dollars.						
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Source: NCAA reports of revenues and expenditures, by division, 2004–11 and 2004–12. 							

spending per student and per athlete between 2003–04 and
2010–11.7 In order to filter out the effects of changing enrollments or changing numbers of student-athletes on spending, for
academic-related activities of the institutions we use spending
per full-time equivalent (FTE) student and for the athleticsrelated activities we use spending per student-athlete.
In all three institutional categories, total expenditures rose
at a faster pace than inflation, resulting in a positive percentage change figure in the table. The increases in total spending
per student at public four-year and two-year institutions were
lower in part because of cutbacks in state appropriations to
higher education during this period. The next three columns
in the table examine percentage changes in spending on the
three primary functions of a college or university: instruction,
research, and public service.8
Community colleges experienced the sharpest cutbacks in
all three core categories, cutting spending on instruction by
8.5 percent and on public service by 21.4 percent. They also
cut back on academic support by 5.7 percent. Public four-year
colleges and universities were able to avoid cuts in instruction,
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but spending on both research and public service decreased
during this period. Finally, private four-year institutions were
on average able to avoid reductions in spending on instruction and research, but partially at the expense of an almost 18
percent cut in public service spending.
One area of higher education institutional spending that
has appeared immune to efforts to cut costs is athletics.
Spending rose most rapidly at community colleges, some of
which have been adding extracurricular activities as a way to
attract more students. But for all three institutional categories
the increases in athletics spending, adjusted for inflation, have
been spectacular. The expenditure changes in table D clearly
show a bias toward more spending on athletics and less spending on the core mission of higher education.
The table doesn’t account for the fact that institutional
categorization doesn’t neatly align with membership in
the NCAA’s three divisions. Division I (D1) includes just
under 350 colleges and universities.9 It is characterized by
the highest level of competition and the largest number of
athletic scholarships allowed. Division I is split into three

